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Jade Turner
Supply Chain
Consultant

With over 4 years' hands on
industry experience, Jade
oversees the Telematics & Fleet
Transportation specialism within
the Supply Chain and
Manufacturing team at Gillespie
Manners.
Jade has worked a broad range of
mid to senior and C-level
Executive Searches, with over 20
roles successfully closed across
the UK, US, EMEA and APAC.

The client: A Singapore headquartered
software company with strong
foundations in supply chain optimisation,
geolocation, telematics and fleet
management systems.
The challenge: Following their own
lengthy search, the client engaged with
us to support the placement of a
Technical Product Owner position
to help with their long-term European
growth strategy.
The solution: Jade oversaw the research
of prequalified candidates, and was able
to secure a successful placement.

RETAINED SEARCH | EMEA
The client: A fast-growing, global supply
chain visibility business, with 150+ clients
across over 30 countries.
The challenge: The client had
experienced difficulties sourcing
candidates with sufficient experience in
supply chain and enterprise deal sizes
for a Nordic Customer Success Manager
role.

Gillespie Manners search and selection
drives businesses forward by carefully
selecting the right talent for the right
roles. We conduct retained Executive
Search, Extended Multiple Hire Search
Programmes and Market Incubation
Consulting in the UK, North & South
America, EMEA and APAC.

The solution: Despite a complex role with
operational challenges, Jade was able to
headhunt and place a candidate who had
not been actively job searching.

RETAINED SEARCH | APAC
The client: A leading telematics and fleet management company based in the UK,
operating in 18 countries across 5 continents.

Jade.turner@gillespiemanners.com
+44 (0) 1442 289 158
www.linkedin.com/in/jadeturner95

www.gillespiemanners.com

The challenge: The client sought to expand their business into new territory, with the
hire of a first-on-the-ground role in Asia.
The solution: Jade successfully placed a General Manager for the client, who has since
been promoted to Regional Director in Asia.

JANA VON GORDON - HR MANAGER AT ASTRATA
"I worked with Jade on a couple of very intricate, taxing projects that my
organisation enlisted Gillespie Manners help on. She was absolutely marvellous:
working many late hours conducting worldwide searches, her professionalism and
great care to understand our needs and the job profile shone through in the months I
worked with her. I highly recommend partnering with her, you are guaranteed
excellent results."

HENRIETTE SKYTT - SNR. CSM AT FAREYE
I cannot think of anyone who deserves more credit than Jade. She is
extremly qualified to what she does. She keeps her focus for both
parties, she is 100 on the details and on top of that, she holds the
most warm, curious and kind spirit. I would never question dealing
with Jade again. She knows her business, she’s credible and nothing
gets lost on her watch."
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